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QUESTION 1

In Report Studio, an author wants to use a join object to create a relatonship between two queries. Which of the
following is true? 

A. The author can use a join object to create either an inner or outer join between the queries. 

B. The author can use a join object only if both queries contain data from OLAP data sources. 

C. The author can use a join object only if both queries contain data from relatonal sources that has not been modeled
dimensionally. 

D. Both queries must contain the same number of data items, the data items must be compatble and must appear in the
same order. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement about the tabular data retrieved by Report Studio queries is true? 

A. Tabular data includes a column for each data item in the query. No grouping is applied to the tabular data. 

B. Tabular data includes a column for each data item in the query. Grouping applied in the report layout is also applied
to the tabular data. 

C. Tabular data can only include columns for data items that appear in the layout. No grouping is applied to the tabular
data. 

D. Tabular data includes a column for each data item that appears in both the query and the layout. Grouping applied in
the report layout is also applied to the tabular data. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

In Report Studio, an author edits the SQL statement that a query uses to retrieve data for a crosstab. Afer editng the
SQL, the author wants to add a new data item to the query. How can the author add the data item? 

A. The author must convert the edited SQL back to a query object and then add the data item. 

B. The author must edit the SQL statement so that the query retrieves an additonal data item. 

C. The author must add the data item to the query from the package displayed on the Source tab. 

D. The author must add a query reference to the existng query and then add the data item to the referenced query. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

In Report Studio, a query contains the data item Product Line, which is grouped. Which of the following will add a page
break for each Product Line? 

A. Create a secton on Product Line. 

B. Add a new page for each Product Line. 

C. Set the rows per page property to Product Line. 

D. Create a page set that is associated with the query. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

In the image below, 

the last column calculates the percentage that each Product type contributed to the overall revenue. What is the
calculaton in the last column? 

A. percentage ([Revenue]) 

B. percentage ([Revenue] for Product type) 

C. percentage ([Product type] for [Revenue]) 

D. percentage ([Product type]) 

Correct Answer: A 
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